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Abstract: The current digitalization trend, the increased attention towards sustainability, and the
spread of the business analytics call for higher efficiency in port operations and for investigating the
quantitative approaches for maritime logistics and freight transport systems. Thus, this manuscript
aims at enabling analytics-driven improvements in the port transportation processes efficiency by
streamlining the related information flow, i.e., by attaining shorter time frames of the information
and document sharing among the export stakeholders. We developed a case study in a mid-sized
European port, in which we applied Process Mining (PM)—an emerging type of business analytics—to
a seven-month dataset from the freight export process. Four process inefficiencies and an issue
that can jeopardize the reliability of the time performance measurements were detected, and we
proposed a draft of solutions to cope with them. PM enabled enhancements in the overall export time
length, which might improve the vessels’ turnover and reduce the corresponding operational costs,
and supported the potential re-design of performance indicators in process control and monitoring.
The results answer the above-mentioned calls and they offer a valuable, analytics-based alternative to
the extant approaches for improving port performance, because it focuses on the port information
flow, which is often related to sustainability issues, rather than the physical one.

Keywords: business intelligence and analytics; case study; maritime logistics; port community system
(PCS); port sustainability

1. Introduction

Today’s sharper environmental restrictions, higher attention towards sustainability, growing
transport volumes, and the pressing need to digitalize the transactions demand better port efficiency
for ameliorating the competitiveness of seaports [1–3]. With this aim, the wider data volumes that are
currently generated are increasingly requiring support from the business analytics for more timely,
fact-based decision making [4–9].

Despite this, and although analytics play a topical role in the logistics evolution [10,11], the
logistics literature is characterized by a shortage of contributions that harness such wider data volumes
through business analytics for achieving better port efficiency. Thus, the objective of this paper is to
enable analytics-driven enhancements of the freight export business process efficiency by improving
the performances that are related to the export information flow, i.e., by enabling shorter time to
retrieve, process, and transmit the transaction and authorization documents. In this regard, intervening
in the information flow corresponds to a wide set of potential actions, e.g., redefining the document
flow, removing specific activities, quickening the sharing of data that are needed for combined activities
by two or more actors. These enhancements may lower the export process time length, potentially
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reducing the waiting time of the container vessels, whose daily cost at a port terminal ranges between
US$ 45,000–65,000 [12].

The relevance of such an objective is linked to three scientific gaps. First, there is little scientific
evidence regarding quantitative analyses for freight transport and maritime logistics systems, and
additional efforts are needed [13].

Second, the information flow that is involved in port freight transportation processes is very
data-intensive [14,15] because of the high number of data attributes that characterize the cargos.
This makes such processes strongly suitable for the exploitation of business analytics, which are
known for enabling better process efficiency [16,17]. Nevertheless, the scientific literature has offered
limited investigations regarding harnessing such great data volumes through the business analytics for
information-flow-based improvements in port efficiency.

Third, our focus on the information flow rather than the physical one is topical because: (I) lowering
the time length of information and document sharing can affect the overall port efficiency to a certain
extent [18]; and (II) the physical flow has been the main area of optimization in maritime and port
literature [19,20], while the information one has been overlooked, despite its utmost relevance to port
efficiency [21] and to sustainability issues [22,23]. Indeed, the optimization of the physical logistics
flow [24], particularly when linked to terminal operations, can only affect port efficiency positively to a
certain extent. The physical handling is only part of what is needed to execute the main port logistics
activities because it must be supported by an information flow specifying, for instance, the goods’
declaration data (e.g., type, weight) and the needed authorizations. Inefficiencies in the information
flow, e.g., issues in goods declaration or delays in the submission of the bills of lading, can hamper or
even impede the cargo loading or unloading, or the berthing or departure of a vessel. Moreover, the lack
of accurate information sharing might increase the uncertainty in planning and scheduling terminal
operations [25]. These occurrences can exert a detrimental effect on several efficiency indicators, e.g.,
berth occupancy rate, cargo time, time elapsed from when the cargo is unloaded until the vessel leaves
the port, prolonging the vessel waiting time, and increasing the corresponding total cost.

To achieve our research objective, we developed a case study in which we applied
Process Mining (PM)—an emerging type of business analytics—to the information flow of the
Information-System-supported export process of a mid-sized Mediterranean port. PM was suitable
for our objective, because it is a set of techniques developed for semi-automated business process
discovery, conformance, and enhancement activities, and for identifying and fixing process deviations,
inefficiencies, bottlenecks, and deadlocks in Information-System-enabled, data-intensive business
processes [26].

We elicited the export time metrics, including the overall mean export time frame, through the
PM analysis on a seven-month export dataset. By reconstructing the actual flow of the export process,
we identified a process issue that can threaten the reliability of the time performance measurements
and four inefficiencies. We proposed a draft of solutions for coping with them, enabling improvements
in both the overall efficiency of the freight export process and the process control and monitoring.
The findings fill the above-mentioned scientific gaps and provide in-depth evidences regarding how
business analytics may be practically leveraged, which challenges the complexity of a real-life case in
the port environment.

The remainder of this manuscript is structured, as follows: Section 2 presents the literature
background; Section 3 details the research design; Section 4 expounds the findings, which are discussed
in Section 5; Section 6 outlines the implications based on the experimental outcomes; finally, Section 7
concludes the work.

2. Business Analytics in Port Operations

Information management and digital transformation cover the lion’s share in the current port
logistics evolution [27]. Significant efforts have been spent for enhancing efficiency, effectiveness,
and transparency of the port information flow by implementing different kinds of collaborative port
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Information Systems (ISs), such as the Port Community Systems (PCSs) [14,15]. A PCS is an open
electronic platform that enables information exchange among public and private port stakeholders,
and its scope may cover a wide number of activities [28]. In so doing, it manages the main port
processes through a single point of data entry [29], and it automates and supports the collection of
port data [30]. PCSs may reduce the average time frame of port procedures [21], and the enhanced
information sharing they enable can improve the port competitiveness [31]. Nonetheless, to our best
knowledge, the scientific literature has investigated neither how to optimize the efficiency of the
information flow exchanged by such ISs nor how to potentially improve port transportation efficiency
without an exclusive focus on the port physical activities.

The implementation of such advanced port ISs has enabled the data collection from heterogeneous
sources to feed business analytics for extracting process-related knowledge and for supporting long-
and short-term decision making [14]. Despite the growing port data volumes and the need to harness
them for improving port operations efficiency and transparency [2], the scientific literature has offered
limited contributions about how business analytics can practically leverage such volumes for enabling
enhancements in port efficiency.

Kim et al. (2017) [32] devised and validated a predictive analytics method for the early detection
of vessels delays by comparing the tracking patterns of shipments to historical shipping data. The
analytics was mostly developed for improving the capabilities of the fourth-party logistics firms in
fulfilling the expectations of the customers, although the effectiveness of the method was demonstrated
for detecting delays both prior to vessel departure and in real time. Thus, any potential link with port
efficiency [33] was overlooked.

Wasesa et al. (2017) [34] presented a Decision Support System (DSS) exploiting analytics to
predict the seaport service rate for drayage operations, and it showed better performance than other
benchmark solutions. Yet, despite involving seaports, this DSS mostly concerns the drayage operators’
standpoint to improve their prediction of the pick-up/delivery operations. Hence, it is more focused
on the landside perspective, rather than the seaside one.

Perera and Mo (2017) [35] developed and validated a data analytics approach to monitor ship
performance and navigation conditions from the ship energy efficiency perspective. The approach
aims at improving the vessel navigation parameters, but its main unit of analysis is the vessel itself,
without establishing any relationships with port operations.

Maldonado et al. (2019) [36] proposed an analytics-based DSS to minimize the container
re-handlings. The DSS uses data about container features, berthing location, and yard conditions,
and showed good performance when compared to other stacking practices and strategies. Yet, this
contribution concerns the optimization of the port physical flow, overlooking the information one.
Thus, it can hardly be framed within the current port digitalization trend.

The business analytics have also been used for enhancing maritime security and logistics
visibility [37] and for assessing the potential risks in the maritime environment [38]. Nonetheless, these
contributions, as the other ones, we analyzed:

• are analytics-based but they mostly focus on the freight or vessel physical flow rather than the
information one;

• do not investigate port efficiency and do not enable potential interventions to cope with potential
inefficiencies in port operations; and,

• do not consider the perspective of the main stakeholder of a seaport, i.e., the port authority.

Accordingly, this manuscript tackles these gaps directly by enabling analytics-driven enhancements
in the data-intensive information flow efficiency of a port freight transport process, and the next section
presents the research design.
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3. Research Design

We developed a case study within a port context in which we applied PM to a dataset from the
PCS that serves the port community to fulfill our research objective. PM was suitable for our research
purpose, because: (I) it is an emerging type of business analytics [39]; (II) it has been specifically
developed for diagnosis and improvement business processes; and, (III) it focuses on the analysis of the
information flow stemming from the ISs supporting the business processes [40]. Thus, the following
sections justify and detail the case study (3.1) and the PM application (3.2).

3.1. The Case Study

According to the guidelines by [41], we developed a descriptive case study that aimed at
(a) collecting the data that are needed to deepen the port logistics dynamics, (b) collecting the
quantitative data for exploiting PM, and (c) receiving support in interpreting the findings. The suitability
of such a methodology is consistent with [42] and [41], and with the need to increase the domain
knowledge when the exploitation of business analytics is involved [43].

The case design was single-case, because its descriptive nature did not require any replication or
analytic generalization, differently from explanatory purposes. The rationale of the single case was
the common case, i.e., a case whose objective “is to capture the circumstances and conditions of an
everyday situation” [41] (p. 52).

The context of the case was a mid-sized European port, whose overall throughput surpasses
800,000 containers. Recently, its import and export volumes have slightly diminished, but the number of
vessels has strongly increased. The port mostly serves lift-on/lift-off vessels and handles containerized
cargoes. Yet, it also manages other kinds of cargoes, such as agricultural and city vehicles, and also
bulk materials, in particular products that were yielded by two nearby, big-sized chemical facilities.

Since 2012, the port has backed its operations up by means of a PCS, which supports four
business processes: export, import, national and community cabotage, and customs single window.
Given our research purpose, we focused on the freight export process, because, according to the Port
Authority (PA), it is the most data-intensive and is the most critical one in creating value for the port
customers. Our inquiry was limited to the containerized cargoes because they account for over 90% of
the goods throughput and because this may potentially foster the generalization of the outcomes to
other container ports. The qualitative data about the freight export dynamics were collected through
multiple semi-structured interviews, until saturation, with a panel that consists of six experts about
port logistics and about the ISs of the informant port. Table 1 shows the additional data that were
provided by the PA. Table 2 specifies the freight export stakeholders and documents, while Figure 1
depicts the de jure model of the export process in Business Process Model and Notation standard.

Table 1. Additional sources of information.

Input Detail

Documents
Documentation about: evolution of the PCS since its introduction;
future technical improvements; How to Use guidelines; description of
the freight export documents and stakeholders

Export process blueprint Blueprint of the export process

Export de jure model Business blueprint describing how the export process should be
executed by the PCS

Data dump Dataset from the PCS, with detailed information about its structure and
the main attributes
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Table 2. Freight export stakeholders and documents.

Information Unit Detail

Stakeholder

Freight Forwarder
It oversees organization and management of all the aspects concerning
the freight forwarding, including the administrative and customs one
on behalf of the customer

Maritime Agency It handles the activities concerning Coast Guard, public security offices,
and other institutional offices, on behalf of the shipping companies

Customs House Agent He/she manages the customs activities on behalf of the vessel

Terminal
Its main duties are: interface between shipping companies and carriers;
phyisical activities such as container handling, quay management,
freight storage for import and export

Document

Bill of Lading (BoL) List of what a forwarder needs to load on the vessel

Cargo Manifest List of the BoLs’ content for a single vessel

Customs Answer Result of the customs check about the Cargo Manifest

COARRI Standard EDI message reporting which containers have been loaded
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Figure 1. The de jure model of the export process.

The export process starts with a Maritime Agency that creates a new export instance that is related
to a vessel (Ship Opening activity). The data concerning the vessel—e.g., ship name, itinerary, Estimate
Time to Arrival, Closing Time, and the Customs House Agent associated with the ship operations—are
sent from the PCS to the Terminal for a check about their correctness and completeness (Ship Validation
activity). If the check is negative, the data need to be fixed or updated (Change Ship Opening activity).
In the case of a positive outcome, the Freight Forwarders (FFs) can start to submit their Bills of Lading
(BoLs) to the PCS (Receiving the BoLs activity) within the given Closing Time. The export BoLs
submission is authorized when the vessel that shall be laden with the goods to export arrives within
the pre-clearing area, i.e., a sea area that extends to three kilometers from the quayside. The Terminals
save the accepted BoLs on their own system (Saving the BoLs activity). All of the BoLs sent after the
Closing Time are saved in the PCS, but their acceptance is at the discretion of the Terminals, who
eventually coordinate with the corresponding FFs for their processing. When a BoL is accepted by a
Terminal, the corresponding goods are moved to the FF warehouses, if available, or directly to the
Terminal warehouse.

The BoLs can be modified or updated by the FFs (Modifying the BoLs activity). Thus, the
management of the BoLs (henceforth, BoL process) is organized into three BoLs’ activities, and its
output incrementally builds the Cargo Manifest up (Cargo Manifest activity). The Cargo Manifest—one
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for each vessel—is made available to a Customs House Agent for a customs check, which is executed
on the customs national system outside the PCS. Once the same agent receives the outcome of the check
by the customs system, s/he submits it to the PCS (Customs Answer activity). If all of the documents
are consistent with each other, the Terminals may load the goods on the vessel and, when the lading is
complete, they transmit the COARRI to the PCS. The COARRI message points out which goods were
loaded and if some goods recorded in the Cargo Manifest were not laden and, in the port in which we
developed the case, it is submitted as soon as possible after the departure of the vessel. The COARRI
release completes the export process instance.

3.2. The Process Mining Application

We applied PM to seven months of export data that were extracted from the PCS by considering
the life-cycle model by [26]. The purpose of the PM application was both process discovery and
enhancement [40], in keeping with the objective of the paper.

The PM application followed four phases: (1) log preparation, (2) process discovery,
(3) performance assessment, and (4) criticality evaluation.

1. Log preparation. The main input to PM is a process log, i.e., a sequential list of the process
events, automatically generated by the IS supporting the business process under exam. The data
attributes that characterize an event log are typically scattered across the process database.
Hence, to reconstruct the freight export event log, we explored the PCS dataset to select the most
appropriate attributes by following the indications from the panel of experts. Table 3 briefly
describes the selected data attributes and provides and a justification for including them in the log.

Table 3. The selected data attributes.

Attribute Description Justification

Timestamp Record of the time of occurrence of an event
It provides the time sequence of the events
across the instances and allows to elicit the

time and frequency metrics

Activity Activity which an event refers to It is needed to assign an event to an activity

Lifecycle Status of the event
When crossed with the timestamp, it allows
to find out the timeframe of each event and

the idle time between events

IMO number Unique seven-digit numerical sequence that
identifies the over-100-tons vessels

The IMO-Route couple identifies a process
instance unambiguously

Route Route of the vessel

The International Maritime Organization (IMO) number alone is not sufficient for identifying
a process instance unambiguously, because, in a given time window, a vessel may pass through the
port more than one time. This occurrence would assign to a single case some events that actually
refer to different cases, generating misleading process overlaps. Instead, cross-checking IMO number
against Route drastically reduces this issue. The few recurring IMO-Route couples were manually
differentiated within the log for distinguishing the different process instances completely. The five
selected attributes in Table 4 were both necessary and sufficient to identify the process instances for
conducting the process performance analysis through PM [26]. The event log was further refined by
removing incomplete events and partial cases, which results in 808 complete cases (i.e., vessels), 736
variants, and 194,518 events.

2. Process discovery. To elicit the information flow time frame, it is necessary to extract the
actual process blueprint of the freight export process—which usually differs from the de jure
model [26]—through a typical, automatic PM activity, called “process discovery”. We calculated
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the Complexity Index (CI) proposed by [44] to select the most appropriate process discovery
algorithm. The CI of our log is µ = (total of unique traces)/(total of cases) = 736/808 = 0.91. Such
an evidence highlights that less than one export case out of ten follows the theoretical process
flow precisely, suggesting that the export process is low-structured. Hence, we adopted the Fuzzy
Miner algorithm, because it “is able to clean up a large amount of confusing behavior, and to infer
and extract structure from what is chaotic” [45] (p. 341). We conducted the process discovery
through Disco® 2.1.0—a PM software that is based on the Fuzzy Miner. The output from this
phase was the de facto model, i.e., the business blueprint illustrating the actual freight export
process executed by the PCS. In this model, the activities were represented as boxes that are
connected by arcs.

3. Performance assessment. Drawing from the timestamps, Disco® automatically calculates time
and frequency performances and includes analytics functionalities supporting the analysis of
the results. The outcome from this assessment was an overview of such performances for every
activity and arc.

4. Criticality evaluation. We drew from the Project Management stream, where the risk of an event
is quantified as the product between its probability of occurrence and its impact, to understand
whether the time performance of an arc or activity may be an information flow inefficiency [46].
Similarly, we developed a Criticality Index (CrI) = (absolute frequency) (mean time length),
measured in days. Absolute frequency is the total amount of occurrences across all 808 cases,
while the mean time length is the mean time frame out of all the occurrences. The CrI expresses the
cumulative time duration of an arc/activity across all their occurrences in all the cases, allowing
for a more objective evaluation of the impact that the time performance of an arc/activity may
exert on the export time length.

Table 4. Frequency of the export activities.

Activity Absolute Frequency Relative Frequency

Saving the BoLs 86,814 44.63%
Receiving the BoLs 81,618 41.96%
Customs Answer 8954 4.6%
Cargo Manifest 6556 3.37%

Modifying the BoLs 5196 2.67%
Ship Validation 1808 0.93%

COARRI 1728 0.89%
Ship Opening 1656 0.85%

Change Ship Opening 188 0.1%

We considered an arc/activity relevant to the export time performance if CrI ≥ 0.01 (export mean
time) (total of cases). A CrI was critical if it exceeded 1% of the export cumulative time frame, since
the product between export mean time and total of cases is the cumulative time length of the export
process. The threshold was set jointly with the panel through a sensitivity analysis to detect not only
the most evident criticalities but also the moderate ones, and for analyzing a more comprehensive
overview of the potential weaknesses in the export process.

Seven CrIs, corresponding to seven arcs, exceeded the threshold. Along with the PA, they were
deepened for figuring out whether they corresponded to an actual delay in the export information
flow. Four of them emerged as weak points of the export process, and a draft of solution for fixing
them was proposed.

4. Findings

This section expounds the results that stem from the PM application. Figure 2 displays the
approximate case duration, expressed in days, related to the number of cases. Globally, the 808
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process instances involved 50 FFs, 10 Maritime Agencies, and five Terminals. About 95% of the cases
show a time length within the 0.82–14.3 [days] range. The highest frequency of case occurrence (44)
corresponds to a 6.2 days duration. The red vertical line marks the mean case duration (7.9 days) within
the distribution. Therefore, an arc/activity is critical if it shows a CrI ≥ 0.01 7.9 days 808 = 63.8 days.
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Figure 2. Distribution of the cases.

The de facto model is shown in Figure A1 in Appendix A. Start and Complete were merged into
single activities, since the time length between the beginning and the end of all the activities is of the
order of milliseconds. Figure A1 encompasses 48 arcs, nine of which were a loop on the 9 activities of
the de jure model, e.g., an arc going from Ship Validation to Ship Validation again. Six arcs out of the
48 occurred only one time in the whole dataset, and they were considered as outliers to overlook. The
Fuzzy miner algorithm that we exploited grants different levels of aggregation and abstraction [45],
which can be shown in Disco® by setting the desired ratio of arcs and activities to display. Figure A1
was generated by maximizing the percentage of shown arcs and activities. We developed a streamlined
version of the de facto model to improve both readibility and understandability of the model and to
focus mostly on those arcs whose CrI surpasses the threshold, and given the low quality of the image
in output from Disco® (Figure 3). Figure 3 does not show those arcs that are neither critical according
to the CrI nor included within the de jure model to avoid graphical overburdening (Figure 1).

The number (808) near the start and the end points highlights that all of the considered process
instances started with Ship Opening and ended with COARRI. The process map contains all of the arcs
shown in the de jure model (Figure 1). The seven dark-gray arrows depict the arcs that were included
in the de jure model and that, based on the CrI, are not critical to the export time performance. Arrow
7 is an unforeseen arc, not included in the de jure model and discovered by PM, that is critical. Arrows
1–6 are arcs belonging to the de jure model and that are also critical.
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Table 4 displays frequency information about the nine activities. Absolute frequency is the total
number of occurrences, while Relative frequency is the absolute frequency out of the total number of
occurrences of all the activities. Time data were omitted, because the time length of all the activities was
found to be nearly instantaneous and, thus, their CrI was negligible. Table 5 specifies the distribution
of the vessels according to the five container vessel classes by [47]. The classes distinguish the vessels
by considering their dimension (in meters), their capacity (in Twenty-foot Equivalent Units, TEUs, i.e.,
containers), and the distribution of the containers on, below, and across deck. Over four-fifths of the
vessels belong to class A, i.e., small ships whose capacity, generally, does not exceed 2500 TEUs.

Table 5. Distribution of the vessels.

Vessel Class Kind of Vessel Frequency Percentage

A Early containerships, Fully cellular 673 83.3%
B Panamax, Panamax Max 97 12%
C Post Panamax I and II 38 4.7%
D New Panamax 0 0%

E Very Large Container Ship, Ultra
Large Container Ship 0 0%

Total 808 100%
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On the basis of Table 4, it is possible to note that each vessel may account for about 100 BoLs.
By crossing the data in Tables 4 and 5, we can state that, on average, most of the BoLs regard small
containerships and, given their limited capacity, it highlights that the average number of BoLs per
vessel may not be acceptable and may correspond to a little efficient information exchange among the
FFs, the PCS, and the Terminals.

Table 6 contains some fundamental details regarding the seven critical arcs, divided into general
information (first two columns), frequency data (third, fourth, and fifth column), and time information
(the remaining five columns). It is worth stressing that ostensible inconsistencies among the absolute
frequencies in Tables 5 and 6 are due to our choice to lighten the development of this section by
avoiding reporting the frequency and time metrics of all 48 arcs in Figure A1. The analyzed data and
the information contained in such tables both account for the behavior of the whole event log and the
pertinent discussion was developed accordingly.

Table 6. Details about the seven critical arches.

Code CrI AFr CFr MRep Median Mean Total Max Min

1 1128 d 813 808 2 7 h 33.3 h 37.1 mo 22 d 3.4 min
2 2863.3 d 37862 762 203 8.7 min 108.9 min 94.2 mo 12.2 d 10 ms
3 93.8 d 2413 524 29 3.1 min 56 min 13.4 w 5 d 296 ms
4 395.2 d 2496 797 12 26 min 3.8 h 13.1 mo 14 d 265 ms
5 188.44 d 1675 522 11 15.2 min 2.7 h 27.2 w 3.8 d 63 ms
6 1173 d 720 716 2 29.9 h 39.1 h 38.6 mo 16.1 d 13.9 min
7 129 d 911 806 5 104.6 s 3.4 h 18.2 w 30.3 d 203 ms

Code: progressive number of the arcs (see Figure 3); CrI: Criticality Index; AFr: Absolute Frequency; CFr: Case
Frequency, i.e., the amount of cases which the arc occurs in; MRep: maximum number of occurrences of the arc in a
case; Median and Mean: median and mean time lengths of the arc out of its absolute frequency; Total: cumulated
time frame of the arc (i.e., Mean · AFr); Max and Min: maximum and minimum time frame of the arc.

The time data (last five columns in Table 6) have a different meaning when referring to an activity
or to an arc. When referring to an activity, they point out the time that is needed by the PCS to execute
the activity. When related to an arc, they express the time between the end of an activity and before the
start of another one, i.e., the idle time of the PCS between two activities belonging to the same process
instance. Hence, the mean time of an arc does not correspond to an interruption in the export process.
Instead, it shows that the information flow concerning a specific case is on hold: the export process may
be still on-going, within the PCS by other process instances or outside the PCS by physical activities,
such as materials handling. Thus, the time length of an arc is squandered time that extends the export
time length and it increases the average cost that a port sustains for managing a berthed vessel.

The next section discusses the above results and deepens the seven critical arcs.

5. Discussion

This section is divided into seven parts (5.1–5.7), whose progressive number is consistent with the
progressive code of the arcs in Figure 3 and Table 6. In each of them, one of the seven critical arcs is
deepened for figuring out whether it is an actual inefficiency.

5.1. Arc 1—From Ship Validation to Receiving the BoLs

This arc marks the transition of the export process from the introductive activities (ship opening
and validation) to the BoL process, which involves both the FFs and the Terminals (see Figure 1). Its
CrI (1128) is high, mostly because of the 33.3 h mean time length. The median is 7 h only, while the
maximum and minimum time frames are 22 days and 3.4 min., respectively. These evidences suggest
that some process instances show an idle time between Ship Validation and the reception of the first
BoL that is much higher than the average one.

There is not a formal rule that establishes the maximum time window between the opening of a
ship and the start of the BoL process. According to the PA, all of the activities concerning ship opening
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and validation can start some days before the berthing of the ship to allow for the port to know the
vessel traffic ahead of time. Instead, once the vessel has been validated, the receiving of the BoLs starts
when an FF, which has visibility about the ship validation, sends the pertinent information to the PCS.
Hence, although any reduction in the cumulated time frame of Arc 1 can improve the overall time
performance of the export information flow, the duration of Arc 1 should not be considered to be a
delay: this time length is due to the flexible policy of the PA.

A possible solution for increasing the control over the idle time of Arc 1 may be to set a limit for
opening the ship before the estimated arrival of the vessel, e.g., one week. Nonetheless, the resulting
lower export average time would be misleading, because it would be due to the postponement of
an activity. This solution would not imply any improvement in the export efficiency, even though it
would make the overall export time measurements more objective.

Thus, Arc 1 is not an actual inefficiency, but its occurrence raises concerns regarding the reliability
of the measurement of the overall export mean time by the PA. For clarifying this issue, Figure 4 shows
a simplified, compact version of the de facto model and specifies some of the most relevant mean
time lengths.
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Arc 1 decouples the initial activities—Ship Opening, Change Ship Opening, Ship Validation—from
the remaining ones—from Receiving the BoLs to COARRI. Therefore, its mean time (1.4 days) is a
buffer that splits the export process in two parts. The mean value of the time buffer, which is due to a
PA policy, accounts for 1.4 d/7.9 d = 17.7% of the export mean time.

When evaluating the export mean time (7.9 days), the PA should consider that such a measurement
is negatively affected by Arc 1, which introduces a strong and undesirable variance, and that the core
of the export process—from Receiving the BoLs to COARRI—lasts 6.3 days, on average. This finding
underlines an issue regarding the control and monitoring of the process and suggests that the design
of the time performance indicators should be partly revised.

5.2. Arc 2—From Saving the BoLs to Receiving the BoLs

Among the critical arcs, Arc 2 shows the highest absolute frequency (37,862) and total duration
(94.2 months). Such numbers are high, since each Cargo Manifest is built incrementally drawing from
the BoLs, and the number of the BoLs is high because the amount of different goods to be exported
is large. Given a vessel, the FFs do not send the BoLs all together to the PCS, but they submit them
progressively. The first BoLs are saved, and the further ones are gradually sent and saved generating
new occurrences of Saving the BoLs and Receiving the BoLs. The loop between these two activities
is necessary for satisfying all of the export requests by the FFs and for enabling the creation of the
Cargo Manifest.

As depicted in Figure 1, Arc 2 marks a change in the main stakeholder that is involved in the
information flow: while Saving the BoLs is the saving of one or more BoLs from the PCS in the
Information System of a Terminal, Receiving the BoLs consists in a FF sending one or more BoLs to
the PCS. According to the PA, the main cause of the repeated transitions from Saving the BoLs to
Receiving the BoLs is the lack of coordination between FFs and their customers. This lack results in a
very frequent and fragmented submission of the BoLs.
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A higher absolute frequency of BoL submission likely entails more frequent loops in the BoL
process, i.e., higher absolute frequency of Arc 2, and then a higher cumulated idle time. It might be
possible to reduce the submission frequency by narrowing the Closing Time, after which additional
BoLs for a given vessel are no longer accepted by the PCS. Yet, the Closing Time mostly affects the
available time window for submitting the BoLs, and the absolute frequency of the submission to a
lesser extent only. Instead, improving the coordination among the FFs and their customers might lead
to a more efficient data exchange and to a faster and less fragmented BoL submission.

5.3. Arc 3—From Saving the BoLs to Modifying the BoLs

The case frequency of Arc 3 is 524, which means that the request for changes in one or more BoL
records occurs in almost 65% of the process instances, at least. The need for such changes usually
emerges when an FF or a Terminal identifies any mistake in one or more BoLs, or when the customs
require modifying the Cargo Manifest. In the latter case, it is necessary to return to the start of the BoL
process, as suggested by the de jure model (Figure 1).

The idle time corresponding to Arc 3 is critical because of both its mean time and its absolute
frequency. Almost one hour passes after Saving the BoLs and before Modifying the BoLs, and this
transition occurs almost five times per case, on average. The PA claimed that the high request for
time-consuming changes in the BoLs is mostly due to human errors in data entry. If the ratio of wrong
BoLs is lower, the whole BoL process would be smoother, with an additional possible reduction of the
frequency of the loops from Customs Answer (see Figure 1) and an improvement in the export overall
time performance.

5.4. Arc 4—FRom Saving the BoLs to Cargo Manifest

A Cargo Manifest is created in the PCS by combining all of the pertinent BoLs sent from the
forwarders. The average time length of Arc 4 is 3.8 h and the absolute frequency is 2496. These time
and frequency are too high for a document procedure that is strongly automated (e.g., the related data
are unified and stored within the PCS database) and that does not involve decision gates. The median
time is 26 min. only, which suggests that several occurrences were slowed in an inefficient transition
from the BoL process to the submission of the Cargo Manifest to the customs.

The main cause for this issue is likely linked to those process instances that involve multiple
occurrences of Arc 4. In these cases, an updated version of the manifest is submitted on the basis
of additional BoLs being sent to the PCS before the Closing Time, but after the previous manifest
submission. Hence, the submission of the Cargo Manifest is strongly affected by the inefficient BoL
process, which entails further delays on the activities downstream. Consequently, a streamlined
BoL process may reduce the absolute frequency of Arc 4 and its time frame too, since the Cargo
Manifest may be built and submitted faster and with less mistakes, with a positive effect on the export
time performance.

5.5. Arc 5—From Customs Answer to Receiving the BoLs

The case frequency of Arc 5—522 cases out of 808—points out that, after receiving the customs
answer about the Cargo Manifest, almost two-thirds of the process instances return to the BoL process.
There are two main reasons for this feedback: a negative outcome from the customs, or human errors
in managing the information flow. In the first case, it is needed to modify the manifest by starting from
the BoL process and to submit it again to the customs. In the second case, the users of the PCS go back
to Receiving the BoLs by oversight or because they want to add new BoLs, which generates dummy
occurrences in the BoL process.

Moreover, Arc 5 shows an absolute frequency that is equal to 1675—over three occurrences per
case. Ideally, this frequency should be 0, corresponding to a completely exhaustive BoL process
that leads to a flawless Cargo Manifest. Instead, the cumulated idle time surpasses 27 weeks: it is a
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consequence of a low-performing management of the upstream information flow, and its reduction
might enhance the efficiency of the export process.

5.6. Arc 6—from Customs Answer to COARRI

On the basis of the CrI, Arc 6 is the second most critical one, since it shows the highest mean
time length (39.1 h) among the arcs of the de jure model. Yet, the transition from Customs Answer to
COARRI hides the physical handling of the goods from the warehouses and from the quays to the
vessel. In fact, a positive answer from the customs authorizes the cargo loading on the ship, while the
COARRI certifies that the loading is complete. The physical flow and its time length are out of the
scope of this manuscript, which focuses on the information one. Consequently, the time frame of Arc 6
cannot be considered to be a delay or an inefficiency in the export information flow.

5.7. Arc 7—Loop on COARRI

The case frequency of Arc 7—806 out of 808—prompts that almost all of the cases need for iteration
on COARRI, which accounts for the absolute frequency of the COARRI activity (1728). Although Arc 7
is not present in the de jure model (Figure 1), it facilitates the management of the information flow by
the Terminals: when the number of BoL records for a single vessel is high, the Terminal can send one
or more intermediate COARRIs that incrementally build the final COARRI. Thus, Arc 7 should be
considered as a desirable process deviation [26].

In the port under analysis, the COARRI is sent to the PCS immediately after the departure of the
ship and not when the loading of the goods on the ship is completed. The average time length of Arc 7
is linked to the physical logistics activities and not to any delays or inefficiencies in the information
flow. Therefore, the last occurrence of Arc 7 within a case determines the end of the export process
instance since the duration of COARRI is almost instantaneous.

6. Implications Based on the Experimental Outcomes

This section is divided in two parts: the first one (6.1) proposes a draft of solution to the
inefficiencies discussed in Section 5; and, the second one (6.2) outlines the managerial implications.

6.1. A Draft of Solutions

In the previous section, we singled out four arcs, among the seven selected ones, which correspond
to actual inefficiencies in the overall export time length. This section is an attempt to provide a draft of
solution to such inefficiencies. Table 7 summarizes the findings about the seven arcs.

Table 7. Summary of the findings about the seven arcs.

Arc Actual Inefficiency Noncritical Detail

1 X Port export flexible procedure

2 X Inefficienct BoL process due to coordination issues
between FFs and their customers

3 X Human errors in BoLs’ data entry
4 X Inefficienct BoL process

5 X Human errors in BoLs’ data entry and in managing
the information flow

6 X Time length hiding the export physical handling
7 X Intermediate COARRIs

Among the four inefficiencies in Table 7, arcs 2–5 are critical known arcs that exhibit a shared
cause: heterogeneous issues that are linked to the BoL process. The inefficiencies related to Arc 2 are
due to the lack of effective coordination among port stakeholders, which may be solved by improving
the information sharing between FFs and port customers. For instance, the FFs should try to gather
all the BoLs from the customers and submit them to the PCS as soon as possible. Even though this
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would not affect the export mean time directly, a lower absolute frequency of Arc 2 might reduce the
frequency of Arc 5 in those cases in which Arc 5 occurs for adding further BoLs. Thus, such a solution
might yield an indirect reduction of the overall time performance.

The inefficiencies concerning Arc 3 are mainly caused by the excessive frequency of this arc. Most
occurrences of Arc 3 are linked to a high ratio of human errors by the FFs in entering the BoLs data.
The high request for changes in the BoL records can also be a source of dummy occurrences of events
and activities that do not correspond to any update in the data. Even though the additional dummy
occurrences do not affect the time metrics, they make the interpretation of event data harder. A possible
way to cope with such an issue may be to revise the data entry controls, since the PCS currently only
requires single data entry. A possible intervention might be to implement double-key entering, which
performs better than single-key entering and equally to more advanced controls, such as Optical Mark
Recognition [48].

The cases that include multiple low-performing occurrences of Arc 4 may benefit from the
above-mentioned solutions, because these occurrences often entail the update of the Cargo Manifest
with new BoLs after the submission of the previous version of the manifest to the customs. Thus, since
Arc 4 links the BoL process to the customs activities (Cargo Manifest and Customs Answer), every
effort in streamlining the BoL process might reduce the number of low-performing occurrences of Arc
4 downstream.

Finally, according to the panel, the inefficiencies that are linked to Arc 5 are mostly the aftermath
of other upstream inefficiencies within the BoL process. Hence, a possible solution may be intervening
on the PCS to allow the users to return to the BoL process after sending the Cargo Manifest if and only
if the customs require to do so.

The proposed draft of solutions may affect both waiting time and vessel turnaround, reducing
the corresponding daily costs, and it may ultimately enable improvements in the overall export time
performance, leading to higher vessel throughput per year.

6.2. Managerial Implications

The ISs that support maritime transportation processes, e.g., the PCSs, are akin to data-intensive
workflow systems. Freight vessels can transport thousands of containers, and the corresponding stream
of event data contains a wealth of information that can be used for several process-related purposes.

By drawing from such event data in our case, PM proved its usefulness in supporting the decision
making regarding improving both the process efficiency and the process control and monitoring. From
the process efficiency standpoint, PM allowed to identify four inefficiencies that may pave the way
for two kinds of intervention. The first one concerns the business process management area and it
consists in replacing the de jure model with the de facto one [26]. Alternatively, the de jure model may
be slightly modified in line with some selected evidences from the de facto one. Any modification in
the de jure model corresponds to a business process re-engineering activity, whose scope depends on
the number and on seriousness of the inefficiencies.

The second kind of intervention is consistent with the previous one and it concerns the management
information systems area. It requires modifying the IS by forbidding some shortcuts that may lead to
deadlock, anomalies, or overlaps among process instance. This solution should not result in introducing
an extensive number of constraints within the system, since they may jeopardize the flexibility of the
process. Instead, it should consist in setting few, selected boundaries to the IS process flow for coping
with the main inefficiencies in a sharp way.

Both of these classes of solutions should consider that port ISs are often inter-organizational in
nature [15]. Any intervention may affect the interfaces among different stakeholders (e.g., Arc 2). Thus,
inter- and intra-organizational integration efforts should not be neglected in trying to overcome the
detected inefficiencies [49,50].

PM enabled more reliable and punctual measurements of the process time performances from a
process control and monitoring standpoint—a benefit that is not directly related to the interventions
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on the low-performing arcs. As the time data in the event log are a transparent evidence of the actual
behavior of the IS, they are the basis for a more structured overview about time performances that may
lead to revising the performance indicators. For instance, in line with the results regarding Arc 1, the
overall mean time length of a process might conceal those arcs or activities whose time frame may
seem acceptable, but that may overestimate the time needed for executing the process. Thus, it may
be useful to introduce additional indicators, such as the mean time frame of the main subprocesses
belonging to the process under analysis. Examples of subprocesses to consider may be the one going
from Receiving the BoLs to COARRI and the one encompassing Ship Opening, Change Ship Opening,
and Ship Validation (Figure 4).

The comparisons of these indicators to the overall time performance of the whole process
allow for singling out the misleading time buffers (e.g., Arc 1), which enables more objective and
precise evaluations from a benchmarking perspective. The latter aspect concerns both an internal
perspective—juxtaposing the current performance to the previous ones and attempting to refine
the extant best practices in line with the PM evidences—and an external one—comparing port
competitiveness to the one of the other ports.

The PA has favourably welcomed the PM application and the draft of solutions to the extent that
has entrusted its innovation center—the business function in charge of research and development
activities—to deepen both the PM capabilities and the potential exploitation of further analytics, e.g.,
machine learning. Under the light of the presented evidences, the PA has recognized that its knowledge
about, and control over, the time and frequency metrics of the port processes must be improved.
Additionally, it claimed that the potential enhancements in the efficiency of the export information
flow are an unexpected soure of time—and cost—saving that they did not consider. Hence, based on
the analytics capabilities, it developed the following action plan:

• to improve the information exchange with the Information and Communication Technology firm
that manages the PCS about the performances of the PCS-supported business processes;

• to further probe feasibility and scope of the proposed draft of solutions;
• to develop best practices for the whole port community, considering the operational needs of all

the main kinds of stakeholder and discussing them in ad hoc port community meetings;
• to create an incentive plan to deter opportunistic behaviours by the port stakeholders, e.g., late

submission of the BoLs by the FFs;
• to revise the time performance indicators system (cf. Section 5.1) and to better assess the impact of

the information exchange time performances on the import and export cost structure; and,
• to systematically harness business analytics (e.g., PM) to make business processes time and

frequency performance measurements more objective and to analyze the root causes of inefficiencies
more in depth.

The development of such changes has been framed within a more extensive strategic plan, which
should start in the beginning of the next year.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we applied PM to the PCS-managed freight export process of a mid-sized
Mediterranean port. We analyzed seven months of real-life export data to enable improvements in the
efficiency of the transportation document and data management. Leveraging the Criticality Index we
developed, the following main evidences about the export process were obtained:

• the de facto model;
• all the main time and frequency metrics—data which the PA was not aware of;
• four inefficiencies in the export process flow; and,
• a process issue that can jeopardize the reliability of the overall time performance measurements.
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We proposed a draft of solutions for coping with both the inefficiencies and the additional
process issue. At the same time, we explained how PM may support the decision-making regarding
improvements in both process efficiency and process control and monitoring. The purpose of the
case study was to present an in-depth overview of the application of analytics for enabling the
above-mentioned improvements. Thus, the outcomes might not form a strong basis for scientific
generalization [41], which should need for more extensive research involving multiple case studies,
but they might be applied to other similar contexts since, besides distinct specializations, port main
business processes present commonalities, even when the ports are in different geographic areas or
manage different throughput volumes.

Nevertheless, our results show that the current digitalization trend and the wider data availability
in port contexts strengthen the capabilities of the analytics, such as PM, which can be exploited for
deep and partly automatable analyses of process data. In addition, the exploitation of analytics in
multi-stakeholder contexts, e.g., the port one, might allow for identifying process inefficiencies or
other issues that are caused by the behavior of a specific kind of stakeholder. Despite this, fixing such
inefficiencies may require to involve multiple parties (e.g., the FFs, the terminal, and customers in Arc
2) to avoid local optimums in proposing solutions.

Furthermore, this manuscript provides three scientific contributions:

1. It provides an empirical answer to the call for higher efficiency in port operations [2]. The lower
mean export duration potentially achievable through the solutions that we proposed may enable
a reduction in the average cost that a port sustains for managing a berthed vessel, increasing the
ships’ turnover and, consequently, the number of served port customers.

2. It satisfies the need, as underlined by [13], to investigate quantitative approaches for maritime
logistics and freight transport systems. PM allows to make decisions through a quantitative,
data-driven approach that, by diverging from the classic operations-research-based ones, may
affect port efficiency without the need to formulate any optimization problem. Such an approach
fulfills a fact-based, analytics-supported decision making characterized by high objectivity and
granularity. The increased objectivity in evaluating the time and frequency performances and the
actual process flow may provide clearer inputs to the decision-making process (e.g., to decide how
to intervene on the export process to improve its efficiency), increasing the decision quality [51],
which, in turn, may lead to better overall performances [52,53], e.g., greater port efficiency and
sustainability [22,54].

Additionally, we focused on the analytics-based analysis and streamlining of the information flow,
which is quite less explored than the physical one in port operations literature, offering an alternative to
the classic approaches to the improvement of port performance. In addition, PM considers a constant
comparison between analytical information (e.g., time metrics) and graphical information (e.g., the de
facto model). This integrated perspective might foster the understanding and the interpretation of the
decision-making outcomes [55], outdoing any gut-feeling approach in terms of attainable support [56].

3. It presents an extensive, extremely focused evidence of analytics-enabled process enhancement
that reflects the actual complexity of a real-life process. Although it has been widely argued that
PM may improve business processes, there is a dearth of comprehensive evidences regarding its
application for such an objective, which has been tackled in literature at a lower level of detail
only, and for other purposes, e.g., [57].

From a managerial perspective, the outcomes from the PM application specify a draft of possible
interventions for improving the freight export process efficiency and control. Such solutions concern
the process flow within the PCS and the process design, on one side, and the design of performance
indicators, on the other side. The PM approach that we followed for enabling these interventions is
suitable for implementing a real- or near-real time management dashboard for port operations, fueled
by process data, which may be useful in different ways. For instance, it may allow for monitoring the
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time and frequency performances of the process under analysis in a more transparent and punctual
way, quickly pointing out any inefficiency. By selecting a process perspective [26], a decision maker
may check which on-going process instance is late, adopting the most appropriate and immediate
countermeasures for recovering the delay. Additionally, by cross-checking the time indicators (see
Section 6.2), the management dashboard may facilitate the identification of those process criticalities
that may need for a business process re-engineering effort. Finally, the streamlined information sharing
that was enabled by the analytics may also facilitate port sustainability investments and may improve
the profits for both port and carriers [54].

This work is not free from limitations. First, the event data were mostly analyzed through the lens
of the PA, and this might lead to a less holistic interpretation of the evidences. Instead, the PCS serves a
port community that consists of several stakeholders, whose objectives and performance measures may
be different and not aligned with each other. Second, we enabled the attainment of better export time
performances, but we did not evaluate the actual impact of the proposed solutions on the export time
frame because it was out of the scope of this paper. Additionally, the feasibility of the proposed solutions
should be further investigated. Other port stakeholders should be involved in refining the proposed
draft of solutions or in developing new ones. Although the PA continuously communicates with the
other actors of the port community in three ways (one-to-one direct communication, one-to-many
communication during port community meetings, and indirectly through the firm that manages the
PCS maintenance tickets), their more direct involvement may lead to sharper action plans.

Thus, further research might investigate the effect of the PM approach on port time indicators
and on the related costs, within a structured management dashboard. Another opportunity may be to
deepen the PM-based prediction of process indicators in running cases to adopt proactive actions for
real-time risk mitigation, e.g., [58]. Finally, the kinds of above-discussed support allow for framing
PM as a data-driven tool that may be integrated within a structured DSS, such as a Knowledge
Management-based DSS or an Intelligent DSS [59].
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